The growth rate is driven by a number of factors including the threats of bio- and chemical terrorism and severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS).

The power plant intake air filter market will rise slowly after a spectacular rise in the 2000--2002 period because the rate of new gas turbine power plants entering service is less than half the rate of earlier years, says McIlvaine.

The high efficiency segment of the market has been negatively affected by the downturn in semiconductor plant construction. Air filter sales in this market peaked at US\$500 million in 2000 and are presently under US\$400 million. However by 2005, the report forecasts that sales will have exceeded the 2000 peak.

The commercial institutional segment will experience growth at 8% per year over the next few years. Present sales are just under US\$1.3 billion. This market will be modestly but positively impacted by concerns over terrorist attack. Buildings most likely to be targets will be equipped with much more expensive filter systems than are presently used.

Growth rates in the commercial/institutional segment will be higher in Europe and Asia as a result of increased demand for central heat and air conditioning.

The impact of SARS on filter sales will be significant. Hospitals will be expanding the number of isolation rooms and improving their filtration of recirculated air. Industrial, commercial and institutional buildings will be upgraded to improve the filtration efficiency and the quantity of air recirculated and moved.

The economic impact of SARS on the world has been so large that any investment in filtration, which would reduce the incidence, would be easily justified. The impact on the market is uncertain, and will depend largely on the spread of SARS in the next few months.

New technology will drive the market upward, says McIlvaine. Filters that not only capture but also kill microorganisms are being commercialized. This feature is particularly useful in controlling SARS.

Filters with lower pressure loss and/or higher efficiency are also being developed.

Membranes promise to provide resistance to moisture while achieving the high efficiency previously only obtained with microfibre glass.

In ultrapure environments such as semiconductor plants, there is a need for filters that do not emit trace compounds such as boron. The supplier industry is responding with filters that do not themselves contaminate.

For more information on *Air Filtration and Purification World Market*, go to [www.mcilvainecompany.com/air.html\#N022](http://www.mcilvainecompany.com/air.html) or contact: McIlvaine Company 191 Waukegan Road, Suite 208, Northfield, IL 60093, USA Tel: +1 847 784 0012 Fax: +1 847 784 0061 E-mail: <editor@mcilvainecompany.com>
